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with hard cocks fucking tight teen holes.Q: What is the difference between the `package.` and `src/` directories? The Rust Guide
mentions the. and src directories when introducing the standard library. What is the difference between them? A: In most

programming languages, the source code files are kept in one location (as opposed to a location per project). For libraries like
the standard library, it is generally useful to keep them in a single location. However, there is often a system to keep the source
code in a "project-style" layout, that is: a folder structure roughly like src/, rust/, tools/. What I consider to be "standard" is to

keep all the source code in src/. This is, for example, the case for Rust's standard library, and it would be hard to use a different
layout without a lot of work. There are many other languages that do not follow this "standard". Some examples are the IDEs,

which often have their own peculiar directory layout, or language/target-specific source code locations. src is just the source of
the library. It's where you will find everything that goes into your Rust library (ex 82157476af
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